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itself when necessary under the most artful disguises,
it winds its way in secret, when it dares not openly
avow itself, and mixes in all we think, and speak,
and do. It is in some instances the determined and
declared pursuit, and confessedly the main practical
principle; but where this is not the case, it is not
seldom the grand spring of action, and in the beauty
and the author, no less than in the soldier, it is often
the master passion of the soul.
This is the principle which parents recognize with
joy in their infant offspring, which is diligently in-
stilled and nurtured in advancing years, which, under
the names of honourable ambition and of laudable
emulation, it is the professed aim of schools and
colleges to excite and cherish. The writer is well
aware that it will be thought he is pushing his
opinions much too far, when he ventures to assail
The common this great principle of human action: "a
notions as- principle," its advocates might perhaps
serted. exclaim, " the extinction of which, if you
could succeed in your rash attempt, would be like
the annihilation in the material world of the prin-
ciple of motion; without it, all were torpid, and cold,
and comfortless. We grant," they might go on to
observe, " that we never ought to deviate from the
paths of duty in order to procure the applause or to
avoid the reproaches of men, and we allow that this
is a rule too little attended to in practice. We
grant that the love of praise is in some instances a
ridiculous, and in others a mischievous passion; that
to it we owe the breed of coquettes and coxcombs,
and, a more serious evil, the noxious race of heroes
and conquerors. We too are ready, when it appears
in the shape of vanity, to smile at it as a foible ; or
in that of false glory, to condemn it as a crime. But
all these are only its perversions; and on account of
them to contend against its true forms and its legiti-

